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      When we started working here, one of our colleagues claimed that we could say nothing about a paradigm of
civilization for the 3rd millennium, since we can say nothing about our future. I completely disagree with this, because a
normal extrapolation of our past experience into the future may be both necessary and possible. In the beginning of the
20th century, there were two absolutely marvelous cases of forecast. They were given by Petr Nickolayevich Durnovo,
the Minister for foreign affairs of Russia in Tsar Nickolay II's government, and two Petrograd aesthetes: Nickolay Punin,
a husband of our fellow countrywoman Anna Akhmatova, and Yevgeniy Poletayev. Somewhere in the beginning of 1913
the former predicted the whole social and political landscape of Europe from 1913 to about the mid-30's. And in 1918
Punin and Poletayev predicted all the corresponding landscape to the limits of the whole 20th century.
      I have to tell you that all these forecasting efforts have but one defect. They have excess human subjectivity, when
the forecaster tries to find his own place in that supposed future. I will try to be much more objective. Let me start with
disagreeing with Dr. Sergey Krimsky who said that in the 10th century mankind, waiting for new times, got nothing. No,
in the 10th century one thing happened which, in my opinion, was immensely meaningful... What happened is that in the
end of that century Pope Sylvester, Gerbert Arvilatus, a famous "practitioner of black magic," invented the mechanical
watch. It was the first such mechanism invented, and technology historians have strangely underestimated the absolute
meaning of this invention which was a model for all subsequent technological progress in the 11th through the 18th
centuries. And in the 18th century it was completely refracted to the phenomenon named "technology" which was
philologically formulated namely at that time. Thus, in Germany there appeared a corresponding word root, and almost at
the same time in England, standardized mass-conveyer manufacturing was developed (at least, a small prototype in the
form of gun manufacture).
      At the same time, what is this technology all about? I believe that all persons present here remember the excellent
concept of technology as an "organoprojection," given by Rev. Pavel Florensky. That is, technology is a continuation of
one or other anthropological indications and characteristics of man. However, this very idea belongs not to Rev. Pavel
Florensky, but to a distinguished German of the last third of the 19th century, Ernst Kapp, author of the book The
Philosophy of Technology. After that, in the very beginning of the 20th century, there were two interesting Russian
commentators of Kapp, the engineer and philosopher Engelmeyer and professional philosopher Professor Lapshin.
Along with Florensky they said that technology is like a continuation of man.
      But under the conditions of 19th century civilization, what did technology sustain? Let us speak frankly, it was in
large part an organoprojection of the egoism of that time. This egoism showed up in full measure in Europe after 1789,
and then unfolded during the whole of the 19th century. But the civilization which came into being in 1789 (I purposely
give you an inexact number, in reality it was all much more complicated) works in two completely different directions. On
one hand, this technology helped one man to exploit another (sorry for this Marxist postulate; actually it belongs not to
the Marxists but to the radical priest Lemonne). The second phenomenon of technology is its orientation towards the
exploitation of nature. In the end of the 19th and beginning the 20th centuries, these two characteristics grew
catastrophically, very quickly and in very different directions. Let us be frank, it is a tremendous achievement of Western
civilization. Starting from the beginning of the 19th century, despite all the disasters of our century, it has done very
much to eliminate the roughest forms of exploitation of one man by another. This civilization started with an industrial
revolution at the end of the 18th century, when English workers labored at least 18 hours a day, 12-year-old children
worked 12-14 hours, and 6-year-old children worked 10 hours. And only in 1918 was there a so-called Washington
conference where, at least emblematically, a convention about an eight-hour workday was signed.
      Somewhat roughening the situation, one can say that the exploitation of one man by another was then gradually
carried across the borders of this civilization. But this civilization which came into being in 1789, being based on past
(mainly Christian) experience, started to more effectively exploit nature. And in the end of the 20th century something is
taking place that allows us to forecast to some extent the most common features of the 21st century. In its efforts to
exploit one man by another, the existing civilization at last reached its limits. And these limits were always more or less
obvious, sometimes even in the most frightening way. Let me remind you that we had the Gulag, then the Europe-wide
catastrophe of the Jewish people at the time of the 2nd World War, then Hiroshima, and, finally, the merciless
exploitation of the third world countries still going on. But the historical edge of all these events is visible. Indeed, the
Gulag belongs to the past, as well as the catastrophe of the Jewish people and Hiroshima; There is obviously an end to
the exploitation of the third world. In some more tens of years, there will remain nobody and nothing to exploit...
      But most tragic is the fact that the more obviously civilizations of this type overcome the limits of this exploitation,
the more intensively they start to exploit nature. And an infinitely dramatic collision takes place here. In essence,
civilizations of this type sprang up to exploit nature. They have been doing this since the end of the 18th century, and
have unfolded very powerfully during the 19th century. The 20th century set the first records of that exploitation of
nature. Of course, the true records are yet to come. At the same time, we can glimpse the limits of this exploitation.



      Miroslav Marinovich said that Ukraine, alas, has fallen behind world civilization, but at the same time in a strange
and striking way Ukraine has entered the future. It has shown the edge of possibilities of exploitation of world matter by
which we can see that this civilization inevitably reaches a deadlock, and the next century will be marked by this
deadlock. As you understand, new and more acute forms of exploitation of one man by another will by inertia continue
for many generations and in many ways, but nevertheless we can already see their end. Unfortunately, an end to the
exploitation of nature is not yet visible. In this connection, the landscape of the future looks depressing, but we have to
peer into it nevertheless.
      Certainly, I cannot forecast the limits of this exploitation, but the great technologist and thinker Konstantin
Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky did it for me in the beginning of the 20th century, when he said that sooner or later "cosmic"
mankind would necessarily destroy the Earth (or at least break it to pieces for its special "cosmic" purposes) and nature
itself would be destroyed, the wild animals first of all. "'Out of compassion," added Konstantin Eduardovich.
Understandably, it is a trope and an artistic image, but this is probably what will happen. The whole of European
literature, especially of the romantic period, the whole of European lyrics of the 19th century (from romanticism to the so-
called neoromanticism of the end of the 19th century) overflows with forecasts that mankind in its intensive exploitation of
nature would reach a certain edge and end up with a disaster. Mary Shelley wrote about this, not only in Frankenstein,
but in other novels as well. The Russian romanticist Odoyevsky and tens of other good and average writers wrote about
this. The greatest European lyricists wrote about this in their elegies. In this connection, let us finally took at what
happened in the I9th century.
      What are this technology and its organoprojection all about? Proceeding from such a retrospection of European
technology, one can see quite a gloomy perspective of it for the whole of the 21st century. Look at how science and
technology are unfolding. In the 19th century, it was unfolding exclusively in the sphere of selfish human interest or
human interest "in general" at best. Academician Mendeleyev was mentioned here; let us also recall a descendant of
Mendel, Gregor Mendel, and their, so to speak, super-inventions. Where did the Mendeleyev periodic table of the late
1860s come from? However strange it may seem, everything was quite simple. Mendeleyev, a very "hierarchical" man in
his mind, was part of the civilization of Tsar Peter I and its Table of Ranks. There were about 25 ranks in Peter's Table
which introduced a certain hierarchy of social weights. For a man of the Russian-Petersburgian civilization, it remained
only to transfer this hierarchy of social weights into a hierarchy of the atomic and molecular weights. The result was the
Mendeleyev table of 1869 when the powerful inertia of Peter's hierarchy still continued (and so Mendeleyev's table
shares the same social and cultural roots with the famous romance of that time, entitled "He was a Titled Adviser, While
She was a General's Daughter").
      Five or six years later, Mendel introduced his theory. What did Mendel and his tradition do? For a thousand years, a
Catholic monastery recorded the genealogy of one or another feudal clans and families. What did the monk Mendel do
when after 1789 this became archaic? He did nothing more than record the pedigree of five generations of peas. And
suddenly there is genetics, and later we received five calves cloned in the city of Kharkov... Thus technology and
science result exclusively from a human interest. Consequently, we must proceed from the idea that we have to find a
different model of our attitude to the world. I do not know where to look for this model. I only know that somewhere in
the 1860's-1880ns Hartman, Schoepenhauer's student, said that mankind would sooner or later exhaust itself and end
with suicide. He brings that romantic vision for the future to its logical end, and I must tell you that we can trust Hartman
because actually he very clearly understood the type of civilization to which his teacher's words "Man is a factory-made
merchandise of nature" applied. That is, he paid attention to the depressive individualism of the society of those days
which was occupied with mass production. Gartman also paid attention to the possible results of this occupation.
      Both Schoepenhauerand Hartman saw a civilization where the individual himself is not doing bad, but it turned out
that this system as a whole, which is called mankind, under the conditions of such an attitude to the world, is doomed.
Unfortunately, we are in the historical period when the end of the world is already giving off smoke, like the end of the
Mendeleyev table. Now all of us have gathered here, in the most damaged part of the biosphere. What to do? Frankly, I
don't know. I only know that mankind has to work on creating a different model of its attitude to the world and, as my
students say, "even a cat and a horse would understand" that this model will not come into being in the beginning of the
21st century. Naturally, the powerful and frightening inertia of the previous civilization will continue, and in some parts of
the contemporary world it will continue in the most disastrous forms. At the same time, one cannot forget that, as the
Strugatsky brothers said, mankind is a stationary system. And it seems to me that at some catastrophical turn of our
existence in the biosphere and space, there will appear a new model of the world, as Dr. Agni said already. Actually,
Professor Krimsky spoke about it, but in a different genre. The global picture of this crisis was described by the
honorable Yuri Pavlenko, and I think there is no other way but to intensively work in the direction of a refusal of our past
negative heritage. We also have to remember that some alternatives did arise within the course of the aforementioned
civilization, but to date they have completely spent themselves. Now we can see that so-called liberal democracy does
not work positively, it works negatively and has no less of a crisis nature than the part of the biosphere where we now
are, but it is critical in other respects. Nevertheless, I can see nothing but a possible microfluctuation of some meanings,
at least by this table. Perhaps, within the limits of this microfluctuation the meanings that came into being may find a
positive response in some macrodimensions of the history of the world. Of course, this is only lyricism, but at this
moment I have nothing but lyricism. Thank you for attention.
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